With Allah’s Name, the Merciful Benefactor, the Merciful Redeemer

َ َص َر
َ ٱلص َر
ت َعلَ ْي ِه ْم
َ ط ٱلَّذِينَ أ َ ْنعَ ْم
ِ ط ْٱل ُم ْست َ ِقيم
ِ ٱ ْه ِدنَا
“Guide us to the straight path. The path of those upon whom You have
bestowed your favor…” Al-Quran, Al-Fatihah (The Opening) [1:6-7]
ِ َّ ت فَت َ َو َّك ْل َعلَى
َب ْال ُمت َ َو ِك ِلين
ُّ َّللا يُ ِح
َ َوشَا ِو ْر ُه ْم فِي ْاْل َ ْم ِر فَإِ َذا َعزَ ْم
َ َّ َّللا ِإ َّن
“…and consult with them upon the conduct of affairs. And when thou art
resolved, then put thy trust in Allah. Lo! Allah loveth those who put their trust
(in Him).” Al-Quran, Al-Imran (The Family of Imran) [3:159]
۟ ُوا َوٱتَّق
۟ ط
۟ صا ِب ُر
۟ ص ِب ُر
۟ ُ“يََٰٓأَيُّ َها ٱلَّذِينَ َءا َمن
ُ وا َو َرا ِب
َٱَّلل لَعَلَّ ُك ْم ت ُ ْف ِل ُحون
ْ وا ٱ
َ وا َو
َ َّ وا
“O ye who believe! Persevere in patience and constancy;
vie in such perseverance; strengthen each other;
and fear Allah; that ye may prosper.”
Al-Quran, Al-Imran (The Family of Imran) [3:200]

۟ ُٱَّلل َخي ٌْر َوأ َ ْبقَى ِللَّذِينَ َءا َمن
ِ َّ ش ْىءٍ فَ َمتَ ُع ْٱل َح َيو ِة ٱل ُّد ْن َيا ۖ َو َما ِعن َد
َ فَ َما َٰٓ أُوتِيتُم ِمن
َعلَى َر ِب ِه ْم يَتَ َو َّكلُون
َ وا َو
۟ َُضب
َوا ُه ْم يَ ْغ ِف ُرون
ِ ش َو ِإ َذا َما غ
ِ ْ َوٱلَّذِينَ َي ْجتَ ِنبُونَ َك ََٰٓبئِ َر
َ ٱْلثْ ِم َو ْٱلفَ َو ِح
۟ وا ِل َربِ ِه ْم َوأَقَا ُم
۟ َُوٱلَّذِينَ ٱ ْستَ َجاب
ُ صلَوةَ َوأَ ْم ُر ُه ْم
َورى بَ ْينَ ُه ْم َو ِم َّما َرزَ ْقنَ ُه ْم يُن ِفقُون
َّ وا ٱل
َ ش
“Whatever ye are given here is but a convenience of this life: but that which is with
Allah is better and more lasting: it is for those who believe and put their trust in their
Lord: Those who avoid the greater crimes and shameful deeds, and, when they are
angry even then forgive; Those who hearken to their Lord, and establish regular
Prayer; who conduct their affairs by mutual consultation; who spend out of what We
bestow on them for sustenance…” Al-Qur’an, Ash Shura (The Council) [42:36-38]
“Faithful believers are to each other as the bricks of a wall,
supporting and reinforcing each other. So saying, the Prophet
Muhammed (pbuh) clasped his hands by interlocking his fingers.”
[Sahih al-Bukhari]

“Leadership is in the resourceful people that represent the productive life of
society.”
“We have to engage in business. We have to engage in education. We have to
study the creation. We have to improve upon our knowledge. We have to improve
upon our environment. We have to be a fully knowledgeable person, not giving all
of our time to spiritual matters and neglecting our community, or our material
concerns.”
“We should have a studious group…studying our history and present
circumstances…they should be predicting what we have to face 20, 30, 40
years from now.”
“G-d’s guidance to us (the Qur’an and the life of the Prophet)…we can study
that and use it to protect all of our interests…this is not an easy task and
cannot be left to Imams…This is a responsibility of all of us.”
—Honorable Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed (R)

Dear Believer: As-Salaam-Alaikum & Welcome to CWSC!
Thank you for sharing in the vision for model community
excellence. The following is a CWSC presentation designed for
our orientation program. This presentation, together with the
audio recorded orientation session, provides a comprehensive
overview of the CWSC.
If you have questions or suggestions on any matter including
improving this presentation, please email info@cwsc.us or call
(910) 317-0297.
We’re looking forward to your contributions.
As-Salaam–Alaikum.
Mukhtar Muhammad
Executive Director
CWSC
Rev. 06142018

Strategizing to support
excellence in community life
Unleashing and harnessing the full capacity inherent
in the group intellect…

In the 21st century we must build
a new type of sustainable institution to serve our group aspirations.
With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer
“…Work to build a better place for [ourselves], one that will benefit all people, regardless of race or religion.”
—Imam W. Deen Mohammed (R)

Dear Believer: As Salaam Alaikum!
We’re happy to inform you of the implementation of an idea whose time has come!
Over the years, beginning in 1999, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed (R) sought to inspire us by proposing that
our American Muslim Community needed a studious group of persons or an “intelligentsia” studying our
history and circumstances and envisioning a brighter future for succeeding generations to live better in
America.
The Imam also said “leadership is the resourceful people that represent the productive life of society,” and that
includes everyone committed to working for and supporting model community excellence. He went on to say
that a national intelligentsia or think tank of skilled believers could help serve as a clearing house for new
ideas, problem solving and discovery of new opportunities to help the entire American Muslim Community,
America and the world.
In fulfillment of the Imam’s proposition, an important and pioneering national effort was made in North Carolina
in 1999 demonstrating a strong desire and capability for individuals to work together in helping to fulfill the
model community vision …Continue to the CWSC Website to read the CWSC Letter of Introduction.
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a new type of sustainable institution to serve our group aspirations.

What is CWSC?






The Community Wide Shuraa Conference
A faith-based national collaborative and working
conference bringing together diverse human
resources with the desire, expertise, knowledge and
experience to help achieve the highest level of
excellence in community life.
Based on a rich heritage of vision and leadership…
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How was CWSC conceived?





Inspired by the late Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed.
He proposed having a studious group of persons
(an intelligentsia) studying our history and.
circumstances and envisioning a brighter future for
succeeding generations to live better in America.
An intelligentsia as a hope for the world…the Imam
opened pathways for us to engage at the
international level—to help remake the world.
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An Inspiring Leadership …
“[We] must work to build a better place for [ourselves], one that will benefit all people, regardless of race or religion — Imam W.D Mohammed

Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed

1933 - 2008

A world renowned religious scholar and leader for millions of American
Muslims, Imam Wallace Deen Mohammed (R) dedicated his life to
building bridges of interfaith respect and racial harmony. Author,
scholar, businessman, and advisor to Presidents, Imam Mohammed
founded and presided over The Mosque Cares and Collective
Purchasing Conference. He served as an International President for the
World Conference on Religion and Peace and on the World Supreme
Council of Masajid. He was the first Muslim in U.S. history to deliver an
invocation on the floor of the U.S. Senate. Imam Mohammed’s mission
and vision, emphasizing religious scholarship, education, economic
development, and the promotion of universal human excellence live on
and continue to transpose a legacy of leadership onto the world stage.
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The Roots of CWSC


Honoring Promises…a Vision No Longer Deferred





The future is built upon the past.
CWSC owes a debt to a pioneering effort made in the late
90’s with the first national intelligentsia effort organized in
North Carolina.
We stand on the shoulders of those who joined the Imam
in 1999 to begin the work of establishing a national
intelligentsia as a resource for our entire community.
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The Roots of CWSC (cont’)…


Today we honor the promise to complete what they began.*
Rashad Ali, New Medina MS
Imam Samuel Ansari, St. Louis MO (R)
Dr. Douglass Diabb, Burlington NC
Imam Mustafa El-Amin, Newark NJ
Khariyyah Faiz, Atlanta GA (R)
Imam Abdul Karim Hasan, Los Angeles CA
Imam David K. Hasan, Fayetteville, NC
Rushdee Jordan, Kansas City MO
Imam Warith Deen Mohammed, Chicago IL (R)
Khadijah Muhammad, Atlanta GA
Margaret R. Muhammad, Raleigh NC
Imam John Nashid, Mt. Vernon NY

Imam Dr. Abdel J. Nuriddin, Greensboro NC
Imam Fred Nuriddin, Miami FL
Imam Bilal Omar, Baltimore MD
Imam Clyde Rahman, Cleveland OH (R)
Ameenah Sabree, Atlanta GA
Imam Fahmee Sabree, Baton Rouge LA
Naim Said, Fayetteville NC
Imam Omar Shaheed, Columbia SC
Imam Judge David Shaheed, Indianapolis IN
Dr. Maryam Suluki, Willingboro NJ
Amatullah Yamini, Syracuse NY
*City & State of residence as shown reflect 1999 data.
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CWSC - from idea to reality…







AmericanMuslim360.com national radio network.
Grass roots emergence with open communication.
Groundswell movement from discussion to action.
1st Conference August 2013 Masjid Omar Ibn
Sayyid in Fayetteville, North Carolina.
Nucleus CWSC Planning Team in the association
of Imam Mohammed formed to serve the group
interest.
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From idea to reality (cont’)…
2014






2nd conference, 1st National Townhall St Louis, Mo.
Organized as 501(c)(3) tax exempt, non-partisan.
Elected 1st executive director & board.
CWCS “initially” organized with 4 major components:
a) intelligentsia.
b) think tank.
c) human resource network.
d) broadcasting network.
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Our first executive director…
“I want to build a place for every believer where their intellect is respected and their voice is protected.”–Thomas Abdul-Salaam (R)

Imam Thomas Abdul-Salaam

1953 - 2015

Thomas Abdul-Salaam was a CWSC co-founder and its first executive
director. He was an imam, author, air force veteran, and pioneering
national broadcaster and co-founder of American Muslim 360 Radio.
Known also by his moniker, the Twin Servant of Peace, Thomas was a
true visionary and community builder. He helped create the "intellectual
space" for voices in the Muslim community and beyond to share in open
and honest dialogue on topics as diverse as religion and faith to politics
and social justice. He garnered the attention of Muslims and non-Muslims
alike with innovative broadcasting designed to educate, inspire and
facilitate the aspiration for building model communities. His efforts led
directly to the CWSC’s founding as a manifestation of an intelligentsia
first envisioned by Imam Mohammed. A CWSC college scholarship is
posthumously established to honor his contributions.
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CWSC’s executive director…
“Leadership's foremost responsibility is to arrange the environment for individual and organizational excellence…
To remove the obstacles that deny the full participation and contribution of all the group’s members. —Genesis of New American Leadership

Mukhtar Muhammad formerly served as CWSC’s first corporate
secretary, director for strategic planning & development, and assistant
to Thomas Abdul Salaam. He was elected executive director in March
2015. He brings a wealth of executive leadership experience to CWSC
having served in strategic planning, complex project management and
systems design and implementation with cross industry experience in
business, government, and entrepreneurial operating environments. He
has held personal signature accountability for $1 billion+. He was an
appointee of Imam Mohammed to the Islamic Affairs Council. A third
generation Muslim, U.S. Navy “mustang” veteran, published author,
leadership and management consultant to institutions nationwide, and
principal for FAMACO Publishers, he resides in Jacksonville, FL with
his wife of nearly 30 years, Darlene and daughter Maya.
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CWSC Governance…
Board of Directors
Imam Abdul Azeez, Director CWSC Ambassador Programs, NLAC.
Associate Imam, Dawah & Education Director, Masjid Yusuf Shah. (NY)
Mukhtar Muhammad, CWSC Executive Director. Vice President FPLLC. (FL)
Imam Abdul-Hakim Abdullah, CEO, AM360. Muslim in Action, Islam in America Movement (VA)
M. Nailah Abdullah, CWSC Corporate Secretary, Financial Director.
Director, KNOW ME/no me In-stitute, St. Petersburg. (FL)
Dr. Aisha Kareem, CWSC International Relations, CEO Emeritus AM360.
California Chaplaincy Programs –Ret. (CA)

Department Advisors
Imam Nazim Pasha, Director Faith-based Collaboratives
Dr. Maryam Suluki, Director Volunteer Human Resource Network
Imam Adam Beyah, Accounting & Registered Agent Services
Depretha Hadee, Director MCNRD, President Muslim Women in Action
Qur’an Shakir, Director CWSC Scholarship Programs, Schools Consultant
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CWSC administration & staff…
Intelligentsia Components & Departments
Scholarship Programs
Qur’an Shakir
Georgia
Scholarship Selection Committee
Dr. Zakiyyah Muhammad
California
Event Planning
Pending

AM360 Governance / Operations
Imam Abdul-Hakim Abdullah
Virginia
Public Affairs
Pending
Missouri

Grants & Philanthropy
Pending

National Think Tank Pending

Speakers Bureau
Pending
Florida

Accounting
Imam Adam Beyah
North Carolina
Recruiting
Pending

Audit
Henry Haseeb
Alabama

Award & Recognition Programs
Pending

Internships
Pending

Departments are administrative bodies helping ensure CWSC’s accountability and internal operations
remain at the highest standards. Staff provide essential support to CWSC departments and personnel.
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CWSC advisors…
Dr. Ameena Ali
CWSC Special Advisor
Ethics & Human Relations
A Mother’s Peace,
Atlanta, GA
Dharrr Dihaan
Special Advisor
New York State Office of
Children & Family Services,
Buffalo, NY

Shakira Abdul-Ali, MSOD
CWSC Executive Assistant
Alchemy Consulting
Trenton, NJ

Dr. Joyce E. King
Special Advisor CWSC Office of
International Relations
Professor & Endowed Chair
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA

Edward Ahmed Mitchell, Esq.
CWSC Special Advisor
CAIR - Atlanta, GA

Ni’mat Shaheed
CWSC Special Advisor
Restorative Justice
OUSD, Oakland, CA

Dr. W. Marcus Lambert
Special Advisor
Weill Cornell Graduate School of
Medical Sciences, NY

Dr. Maryam M. Suluki
CWSC Special Advisor
Education
Wallace, NC

Advisors provide valuable feedback and analyses to the board and executive director
on CWSC systems, operations, and policies.
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CWSC operations…
CWSC is established upon Suratul Baqara, Ayat 148…
“To each is a goal to which Allah turns him; then strive together as in a race
towards all that is good. Wheresoever ye are, Allah will bring you together. For
Allah has power over all things.”
Ad hoc MCNRD Focus Teams: Collaborating on opportunities & solutions
to complex social issues





Support the national intelligentsia.
Think Tank & Clearing House.
Support the Model Communities National Resource Network.
Volunteers connected through faith, shuraa & technology.

•
•

formed via MCNRD consultants working on common concerns.
self-directed & facilitated by team directors.
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CWSC operations cont’…
Youth Leadership Development Initiatives
Internships
All progressive organizations need
access to fresh ideas and early
adoption of new technologies to
stay ahead of the learning curve.
Students at all levels of education
from high school to doctoral
programs can provide fresh
perspectives and new approaches
to problem-solving that revitalize an
institution’s mission and vision.
CWSC connects the intelligentsia
with its youngest minds to stay in
the forefront of a new American
leadership

Scholarship Programs
Scholarships help secure
our intelligentsia today by
encouraging and funding
the future intelligentsia
leaders of tomorrow.
CWSC believes that
rewarding academic
excellence, community
service and faith-based
leadership are among the
best investments we can
make in building an
intelligentsia now and for
generations to come.

Leadership Development Council
Connecting the present with
the future by identifying
promising leaders and
exposing them early at a
national level to the issues
facing our communities and
institutions while instilling in
them a civic commitment to
lead and achieve our model
community vision. Youth
leaders are paired with team,
committee, staff and board
members and given hands-on
challenges.
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CWSC operations cont’…
Cultural & Historical Preservation Program
CWSC as a national scholarship administrator, combines higher
education and financial aid with the preservation of personal stories in
American history that are being quickly lost through the passage of time
and lack of greater personal access to cultural preservation projects.
Through the MAP or Muslim American Pioneer Scholarship program, a
family can establish a nationally supported, tax deductible scholarship
named in honor of a current pioneer or the scholarship can be
established posthumously, complete with the history and contributions of
those who sacrificed to make a home for Al-Islam in America.
A scholarship named in honor of a loved one is one of the greatest gifts
and legacies one can bestow on a person and it is a form of sadaqa
jarriyayah that can bring benefits for generations to come.
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CWSC operations cont’…
National Speakers Bureau

Our fellow Americans are bombarded daily with negative images or stereotypes about AlIslam. Too often, even with the best of intentions, we have not created the national or global
communication platforms to help media and other institutions connect more easily with
legitimate voices, and so too many negative message go unchallenged. CWSC’s Speakers
Bureau addresses this deficiency by complementing AM360 with a forward deployment of
our group intellect into the four birds of American society. We especially need SMEs and our
Imams to play a prominent role as adept conveyors of Al-Islam and the application of its
principles to modern society and the present global circumstance.
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CWSC operations cont’…
American Muslim 360 Radio Broadcast Network
CWSC and AM360 founder Thomas Abdul Salaam had a powerful vision
to complement an intelligentsia with a national broadcasting arm. Before
his passing, he and his widow, Dr. Aisha Kareem, transferred the
network to CWSC in a remarkable gesture of faith, trust and love for the
community.
Now CWSC is committed to taking AM360.org to the next level of
excellence…to continue empowering our group intellect—to help remake
the world! Tune in daily at AM360.org or at (701) 719-4197 for live and
podcast archives on the CWSC agenda, work and progress and a full
range of programming from live jumuahs and religious studies to politics,
health, arts, entertainment, special interviews and more.
AM360…where your intellect is respected and your voice protected!
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CWSC operations cont’…
CWSC Learning Labs
CWSC Learning Labs are national teleconference “classrooms sponsored by CWSC.
Volunteers engage the group intellect based on his or her talent, knowledge, skills or
experience and share with others the “how to” on getting the job done. From subjects as
diverse as:
healthy cooking • home first aid & safety • small business startup & management • home
schooling pros & cons • getting and staying married • helping a drug abuser stop using •
helping with re-entry of an ex-prisoner • becoming a published author and more…the
opportunities to share knowlede and learn are unlimited/
Learning Labs also offer an alternative expanded forum for dialogue that may begin on
AM360, but that demands a more intense discussion that could feature panels, debates,
seminars and related intellectual exchanges. Labs are usually conducted by Teleconference
Line and not at AM360.org.
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CWSC operations cont’…
Model Communities National Resource Directory
One of the most powerful tools CWSC will have to help communities is a
Volunteer Network of Consultants accessible through the Model
Communities National Resource Directory (MCNRD).
MCNRD catalogs the knowledge, experience, and skills, of volunteers
just like you committed to building model communities and is a vital link
in the infrastructure connecting our intelligentsia to its think tank
component and an implementation capability. The best laid plans and
creative thinking won’t result in action without talented people
contributing time, energy, and expertise to help fulfill the vision.
The Directory, available online via any internet connected device, gives
any registered institution, access to faith-based talent far beyond the four
walls of its local organization. CWSC volunteers help institutions either
remotely or on-site with both internal operations and outreach initiatives.
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CWSC operations cont’…
A commitment to Shuraa inside and outside CWSC


National Leadership Advisory Council (NLAC)
“In order for a community of people that's deficient or weak to get strong..they have to open
communication lines, not so much with the outside community, but within themselves.”
—Imam W. Deen Mohammed
Updated in the 21st century with advanced concepts that make use of new technologies and an
integrated approach to Shuraa Baynahum, CWSC recognizes we achieve our best when the
whole of our group intellect participates and when everyone who wishes to, has the opportunity
to contribute. We incorporate shuraa into every level of our operations, but we don’t stop there.
While CWSC is independently governed, we recognize we’re interdependent in our aspirations
with other organizations serving the same constituency. Consequently, CWSC has established
the National Leadership Advisory Council (NLAC) inviting representatives from other national
entities into voluntary ad hoc shuraa for the benefit of the entire Community. NLAC provides
CWSC the practical opportunity to deliberate with the requisite sensitivity and respect for
communication and coordination a national intelligentsia deserves.
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NLAC Advisors…
"Oh you who believe! Persevere in patience and constancy. Vie in such perseverance,
strengthen each other, and be pious, that you may prosper." (Q, 3:200)

NLAC is an arm of CWSC that enhances our ability to more effectively serve communities by having a
representative liaison from national service organizations connect directly with CWSC’s leadership.
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Envisioning our future requires:









Surveying the current landscape…
Asking some tough questions…embracing both
our past successes & failures.
Understanding the strengths and historical
weaknesses, the opportunities and challenges.
A balanced and fair assessment.
Having faith in Allah (SWT) and faith in one
another…and a plan.
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Our Strengths:
There is an inherent macro capacity in any group
that shares common interests, goals, faith,
language, culture, history, and vision…
 The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
 The chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
 A national 80+ year history of collaboration.
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Strengths (cont’)…




A group capacity by its nature has a greater ability
than an individual unit to leverage power and
influence because of its numbers and the size of
its intellectual, human and material resources.
You are, I am, we are, more than just a single
isolated, stand-alone person, family, masjid,
school, civic or business entity.
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Strengths (cont’)…


We have been uniquely prepared to be a world
class leadership given a special assignment to
remake the world.
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Strengths (cont’)…






We have a legacy of harnessing our national
capacity to realize the group aspiration.
There is a majority that wishes to more fully utilize
the national capacity to achieve greater individual,
institutional, and broader community success.
But how?
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Strengths (cont’)…






We’re one of the most educated, relatively wealthy
and developed Muslim populations on the planet…
U.S. citizens in the most politically stable, free and
open society, and strongest international military,
economy, technological, & media powerhouse on
the globe.
We’re capable of having a greater impact on the
national and international dialogue on Al-Islam and
the major issues of our time.
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Strengths (cont’)…


We have been encouraged to set the standard for
respecting the group intellect that includes women
and men; youth and seniors; imams and nonimams.
 To see women as intellectually equal.
 To follow the best thereof in all spheres of
knowledge and disciplines.
 To be free thinkers.
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Strengths (cont’)…




We have been encouraged to design the best system
of participative Islamic democracy that:
 promotes and enhances the best of our American
citizenship values as embodied in the Constitution,
Declaration of Independence, Bill of Rights…
We’re a diverse community and group intellect that
includes descendants of slaves and the African
diaspora and many more voices of moral authority.
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Historical Weaknesses…


Challenges we must overcome:
 Deficient administrative accountability to and
poor communication with the group intellect.
 Poor transparency.
 Poor fiscal, financial planning, and accountability.
 Overdependence on event vs. strategic planning.
 Overdependence on one subset of leaders.
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Historical Weaknesses (cont’)…


Challenges we must overcome:
 Deficient undiversified funding plan.
 Deficient board training & development.
 Deficient emphasis on adoption of best
practices for nonprofit governance.
 No flow of resources and support back to
individual institutions and their local
development projects.
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Historical Weaknesses (cont’)…


Challenges we must overcome:
 Poor coordination, communication and
collaboration between leaders of national
interests and organizations serving our
common constituency.
 Stalled at decentralization vs. evolution into
interdependence based on our aspirations.
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Historical Weaknesses (cont’)…






Resistance to evolution from personality based
leadership (pbl) to institutional leadership.
Sacrificing skill-based excellence for loyalty.
Nonexistent or deficient succession planning.
Structural & administrative weaknesses that too
often have resulted in failure and…
 erosion of confidence, fear of collaboration.
 distrust and mistrust
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Designing the Ideal…


What are the design features of an ideal institution
established as a community service organization
or national resource center?
 capable of capitalizing upon our unique strengths?
 keenly aware of our historical weaknesses?
 capable of serving our own and broader societal
interests simultaneously (the “Bee Model”)?
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What would such
an organization
look like?
A physical building
or complex?

▪ Or you and me?
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Asking a series of questions
designed to…



Avoid the mistakes of the past.
Preeminently place “opportunity” ahead of “fear”
as the driving impetus for progress…
 Ask “why not” vs. “why?”
 Ask “what if” vs. “It doesn’t exist.” Or “it can’t be
done.” Or “it’s too difficult.”
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Analysis led to 6 resolutions that must:





fundamentally shape the ideal organization’s
mission, vision, and guiding principles or values.
determine organization’s ideal structure.
result in a Call for Skill-based Excellence.
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Resolved, that…


We have underutilized capacity capable of positively
influencing national and international dialogue and
affecting change with a greater impact and urgency.
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resolutions (cont’)…




Everyone has something valuable to contribute to
the group intellect, from the newest believer to the
most honored pioneer.
More effective infrastructure was needed to:
 facilitate our ability to plug into the national
group intellect and contribute our talents.
 vet ideas, proposals, or solutions that could very
well help every person and institution in our
communities and beyond.
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resolutions (cont’)…


The full capacity present in the group intellect
cannot be realized through individual efforts made
with good intention and effort, but separated by
unfavorable cultural barriers, lack of trust in
collaboration, and fear of structuring the very
group effort that will help each entity individually
as well as the group achieve its vision.
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resolutions (cont’)…


An individual masjid or other organization does not
have the rich mix of talent, skills, and abilities
present in the national group intellect.
 Local work constrained by limited human
resources and skill mix. Smaller communities
suffer more.
 Conversely, nationally we’re not benefitting
from top performing local institutional talent,
ideas, programs and initiatives.
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resolutions (cont’)…


Any system organized to serve us nationally, must
be able to do so without the mistakes of the past…
 Overarching hierarchies misusing innocent human
and valuable material resources.
 Interfering in an organization’s autonomy.
 Tying together an entire Association or group of
mosques legally, thereby increasing potential for
asset loss.
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The Questions…
Envisioning our future


Why should we and how do we:

Synergize efforts, talents, common aspirations,
from our faith-based vision among supporters
throughout America?
 Organize ourselves to have a greater influence
on domestic and international policy, popular
culture, and political discourse?
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The Questions (cont’)…
Envisioning our future




What is our collective responsibility to help local,
national and global leaders and institutions solve
the problems our local, national, and global
communities face?
Are we exercising our full collective potential to
impact the dialog and help resolve the great
issues of our times?
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









affirmative action.
wage, income and net worth erosion & disparity.
the sanctity of marriage and traditional family life.
public education and the achievement gap.
the criminal justice, crime & punishment dilemma.
Illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco, firearms.
gang violence.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









black-on-black crime.
campaign finance reform.
the national debt & deficit.
climate change and conservation.
escalating cost of an education.
tax reform & public spending.
poverty & homelessness.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









unemployment.
housing devaluation & foreclosure crisis.
internet neutrality.
global women’s rights.
global girl’s educational rights.
terrorism, foreign policy and war.
business & ethics.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









modern slavery & sex trafficking.
voter’s rights & protections and participation rates.
unfair discrimination based on race and gender.
imagery in religion.
the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare).
local, national & international political gridlock.
college campus sexual assault.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









Islamic sciences & 21st century application.
immigration reform.
personal privacy vs. state surveillance.
Guantanamo Bay & detention.
rendition, torture and drone use.
ethnic & racial profiling.
global development & U.S. Aid
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:








public vs. corporate welfare.
genetically modified food.
digital divide affecting rural & minority communities.
space exploration & s.t.e.m. funding.
medical ethics (clone & human genome projects,
abortion, end of life, euthanasia).
alzheimers, other disabilities & effect on families.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:









capital markets, business and economic policy.
the “N- -” word and hip-hop.
image of women in dress & advertising.
image of women in burqa & other “hijab forms.”
domestic violence.
shariah & application of Islamic law in U.S.
effect of money on politics.
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Is our voice impacting…
The dialogue on:







faith in the public square.
usury’s effect on minority communities and the
national economy.
U.N., Palestine, Iran, Afghanistan, Syria, Egypt,
Sudan, Nigeria, Ukraine, Russia, China, N. Korea,
Boko Haram, Al Qaeda, ISIS…
And what of our own internal institutions, family
and community life…
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The Questions (cont’)…
Envisioning our future




How do we encourage and retain our best and
brightest contributors and next generation leaders
to devote intellectual energy and time to the
national intelligentsia?
What internships do we offer our high school, tech
school, college and university students to
encourage a community service commitment?
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The Questions (cont’)…
Envisioning our future




What national leadership path or opportunities
present for our local star performers to contribute
on a larger platform while advancing their
leadership and management skills?
What post career mentoring opportunities do we
offer at the national level of community service to
seniors with available time, knowledge and
experience eager to help next generation leaders?
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The Questions (cont’)…







How effective are our Shuraa processes?
How effectively are we sharing with our own
community and the world Qur’anic-based
supported solutions?
Are solutions published and disseminated for
ourselves and for the benefit of others?
Is our Shuraa working for us in the management of
our personal, family and communal affairs and in
the resolution of any discord?
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The Questions (cont’)…
Envisioning our future


Can we as a collective of persons, intellects and
institutions, more effectively connect and structure
ourselves:
 to unleash our vast intellectual resources in
support of our own development and the
development of the broader communities we
seek to serve?
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The Questions (cont’)…
Envisioning our future




What if a local institution or community could tap
into the national group intellect’s talent, knowledge,
skills, and experience to help with it’s local
concerns?
Conversely, what if the national group intellect
could benefit from specialized knowledge that might
only be available in a particular person, masjid, or
local community?
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A Comparative Lesson…
Our mandate was not to let happen what all too often has
happened in the past. That is each organization scrambling
for its own piece of the action, going its own way and tooting
its own horn; seeing programs spring up unrelated to each
other; continuing piecemeal planning that’s not integrated,
rather than working from a plan that sees the community and
its resources in full perspective.”
–Robert Dye, Original Chair
National Juvenile Justice Program Collaboration.
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CWSC…envisioning the future!
The Community Wide Shuraa Conference…
 A powerful mission, vision, synergy and energy whose
architecture, purpose and scope incorporate:
 A National Shuraa-based Intelligentsia.
 A National Think Tank & Clearing House.
 A National Resource Directory of Skilled &
Committed Volunteers – “open source” to benefit all.
 National Broadcasting Network (AM360).
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Mission


To realize our model community vision by operating
as a national intelligentsia, researching, designing,
publishing, broadcasting and implementing solutions
that enhance goal achievement in all aspects of our
community life.…
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Vision




To remake our world into a better place by
unleashing and harnessing the full capacity inherent
in the group intellect.
We rely on the Qur'an, the excellent traditions of
Prophet Muhammed (S), and the visionary
leadership of Imam W. Deen Mohammed (R) to
unlock the full potential inherent in the group intellect.
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Shuraa-based Intelligentsia








“Grass roots” gathering to discuss the issues of
concern to the group intellect.
What affects one can affect all.
What benefits some can be shared with all.
Widest possible presence of the group intellect at
periodic national townhalls, specifically for Shuraa
Baynahum on the major issues of the day.
Open, direct, and equal engagement.
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Shuraa-based Intelligentsia (cont’)







Respecting each person’s intellect, protection of his
or her voice, rights and duty to engage the group
intellect on critical matters requiring all to weigh in.
Creating online & offline follow-up to strategically
focus on and execute resulting Townhall agenda.
Findings shared & communicated with all.
Not only directed at problem solving, but structured
to creatively realize new opportunities.
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The power of the individual intellect…
“G-d has not created anything better than reason, or
anything more perfect or more beautiful than reason.
The benefits which G-d gives are on its account and
understanding is by it; and G-d’s displeasure is caused
by it. And by it are rewards and punishments. Verily a
person has performed the pillars and all good deeds;
but he will not be rewarded but in proportion to the
sense he employs.” —The Prophet Muhammed (S)


Imagine the power in the group intellect!
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The power of the group intellect
“So, it was impossible for Allah (SWT) to reveal to any
one man the plan for our social destiny and that one
man lead us into that destiny by himself. Not even
with Revelation, not even with his Sunnah, can he do
it! He has to invite the participation of the excellent
people in his environment and together they work.
That's Shuraa!…”
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The power of the group intellect (con’t)…
“…Shuraa is binding even on the Prophet (S). So the
most important elements for establishing the community
is Qur'an, Sunnah, and Shuraa and you can't have it
without Shuraa. You can have the Qur'an and have the
Sunnah. You still can't have it without Shuraa. In fact, it's
Qur'an and Sunnah to have Shuraa, isn't it? Yes, so you
have to have that third dimension there, a third element
working in our lives for us―the Shuraa.”
—Imam W. Deen Mohammed
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Think Tank & Clearing House






Seeking solutions to complex issues requiring a
concerted group effort to address & resolve.
Publishing “best practices,” studies and “white
papers” on matters of concern to us and the broader
Muslim, American and global communities.
Share as appropriate with media, national and
international think tanks, business and civic groups.
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Think Tank & Clearing House




Providing onsite and offsite / remote direct support
and assistance to our institutions who request help:
 Internal governance & operations.
 Community development & outreach projects.
 Assisted source funding & program evaluation.
Learning & sharing from an aggregate experience
curve gained from local problem solving, especially
in historically disadvantaged communities.
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Think Tank & Clearing House




Seeking opportunities vetted & safeguarded by the
group intellect and that can only be capitalized upon
by leveraging 1000s of persons nationally.
Nominating & appointing professionally qualified,
vetted and accountable custodians to manage
community development projects with the requisite
checks, balances, and reporting requirements the
group intellect expects and deserves.
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National Resource Directory


A call to catalog skill-based excellence.
 construction of online database of volunteer
human resources (consultants) in all areas of
expertise.
 pledge to volunteer minimum annual hours to
registered institutions.
 free self-registration.
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National Resource Directory (cont’)








An online skills & resource databank for nonprofit &
for profit entities.
free nonprofit registration.
subscription-based other institutional registration.
full access to national talent pool, searchable by
name, specialty, trade, geographical location.
free onsite & offsite assistance to your institution.
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Becoming a CWSC contributor…
CWSC is established upon Suratul Baqara, Ayat 148…
Volunteers can help in any number of ways from providing onsite and remote
assistance to local communities requesting expertise, to engaging as members
of "self-directed“ teams, to helping CWSC sustain its operations and build
capacity to deliver more services. Individuals decide on their level of involvement
based on their time and ability to balance individual, family, work and other
responsibilities, and then make a commitment.
“After orientation, if a volunteer, a month later is sitting and waiting to be told
what to do, exactly how to do it and exactly when to do it, then CWSC is not
the proper volunteer venue for him or her…we need self-starters employing
their faith, creativity and imagination, managing their time, and willing to rollup
their sleeves to find others who have a similar expertise or interest. They must
be consistently willing to commit some time, energy and intellect working
faithfully to help institutions fulfill their model community visions…”
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11 ways to help us help communities…
1. MCNRD Consultant …
Can provide valuable onsite or remote assistance to any institution registered
in the MCNRD. Consultants may help institutions explore untapped
opportunities, solve administrative and operational problems, assist with
financial strategies, and improve outreach initiatives and overall organizational
effectiveness. Register your skill, trade, expertise, experience or knowledge in
the CWSC National Resource Directory.
2. National Focus Team Member…
Teams are ad hoc groups usually formed by CWSC volunteers themselves
working on local institutional concerns who collaborate in solving complex
problems or use their related expertise and assistance given to institutions to
share lessons learned and communicate best practices for the benefit of all.
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11 ways to help us help communities…
3. American Muslim 360 Radio Network Contributor …
Help support Islamic and all areas of education via mass communication.
Explore opportunities to contribute behind the mic as an engineer or producer,
or out front as a program host, guest commentator or interviewee on the
CWSC Roundtable and other AM360 program venues. Or share your intellect
via off-air teleconference Learning Labs disseminating specialized training to
enhance technical, managerial, leadership, and problem-solving capacity for
institutions throughout the country.
4. Distinguished Lecturer in the CWSC Speakers Bureau
Help connect our American Muslim Intelligentsia voices to other opinion
shapers and thought leaders in faith-based, business, academic, government
and cultural organizations. We need eloquent and articulate voices with 21st
Qur’anic-based application addressing the major issues of the day.
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11 ways to help us help communities…
5. CWSC Special Advisor…
Is a subject matter expert with advanced specialized technical training,
education or certifications, who can advise the CWSC executive director and/or
its board on an ad hoc basis.
6. Internships & Student Leadership Development Council…
Younger volunteers (ages 15-22) contribute in a unique leadership and
management skills-building environment working alongside CWSC consultants,
team, ambassador, committee, and governance leaders. Young leaders gain an
early exposure at the national level to issues affecting communities and are
given hands on responsibility to help solve complex problems. Interns are
expected to be innovators and employ new technologies to help find the best
answers. Ultimately, our intern program seeks to instill in next generation
leaders, a lifelong civic and leadership commitment.
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11 ways to help us help communities…
7. CWSC Ambassador…

Is a volunteer who serves as a local CWSC representative to other
organizations. Ambassadors attend events, present formal greetings, network,
collaborate, build goodwill, and issue after-action reports while helping extend
CWSC’s physical presence throughout the U.S.
8. Committee Member…
Is a volunteer focused on CWSC’s internal operating environment and devotes
more than average time, energy and intellect working with other committee
members to help operate a specific program and advise governance. From
designing and managing award and recognition programs to internal audit,
scholarship administration and fundraising strategies…committees are vital
components in helping CWSC render its services and deliverables.
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11 ways to help us help communities…
9. National Leadership Advisory Council (NLAC) Assistant…
Are volunteers focused on enhancing intra-faith relationships such that we're
sharing best practices, collaborating on common concerns and engaging
in constructive communication with other national organizations serving
the same constituents in a shared freedom space.

10. Administrative Staff Member…
Are volunteers devoting exceptional time, energy and intellect leading or
supporting an aspect of CWSC operations, administration or governance.
11. Governance Members…
Are volunteers and corporate officers legally responsible, highly committed,
capable and driven to devote exceptional time, energy and intellect managing
the tactical and strategic plan, systems, resources, accountability, image and
continuous improvement for all CWSC operations. Governance is responsible
for annual reports to volunteers, donors, federal, state or local regulators.
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11th+ way to help us help communities…
12. Financial resources are never more important than resourceful people.
"Who is he that will lend to Allah a goodly loan so that He may multiply it to him many times? And
it is Allah that decreases or increases your provisions, and unto Him you shall return.“Suratul
Baqara, Ayat 245

By now, you’ve probably thought, how does CWSC fund all its work. Well, we do
need funding. We encourage all volunteers to join the $9.99 month support level. It’s
an easily affordable amount individually, and is based on us all doing our best to
contribute. Visit cwsc.us to make a secure, convenient tax deductible contribution.
Yet, we don’t usually include your financial support in the top 11 because we’re
committed to ensuring we never let money become THE DETERMINING FACTOR
in our ability to exert our best effort. CWSC relies on Al-Ghani to provide the return
on our capital investment of all the gifts He has already generously placed at our
disposal including our health, time, individual intellect, faith, and group intellect.
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A faith-based volunteer network…
 Comprised of a critical mass of committed believers across a breadth and
depth of experience, knowledge and training who can devote sufficient time to
helping communities across the country, while at the same time ensuring no
single person is overburdened. CWSC motto, “if we’re not having fun while
we’re helping build the model community, then we’re doing something wrong.“
 Structured unlike anything we’ve had in the past to more effectively and
efficiently accomplish sustainable work, based on individual and group
creativity with Qur’anic-based problem solving. The Network will offer each of
us a practical way to extend our relationships, meet and work with more
believers across ethic and religious diversity lines throughout the nation and
network for the benefit of our total community life.
There are some limitations and/or restrictions on certain volunteer activities to ensure
compliance with federal, state or local laws for registered 501(c)(3) organizations. Please confer
with a CWSC administrator prior to engaging in political activities at a CWSC event.

Connecting our mission, our vision, our work to remake the world.
And which of the favors of your Lord will you deny?
Al-Qur’an, Sura Ar-Rahman

Improve

Think

Broadcast Network
National Resource Directory

Evaluate

National Think Tank

Consult

Shuraa-based Intelligentsia
Imam WDM Leadership
Al-Hadith
“And strive in His
cause as ye ought to
strive with sincerity
and under discipline."
Sura Al-Hajj

Measure

Al-Qur’an

Act

Plan
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Guiding Principles & Values







Five (5) Fundamental Supports…
Al-Qur’an.
The life example of Prophet Muhammed (S).
Visionary leadership of Imam Mohammed (R).
Shuraa baynahum.
Respect for best practices in nonprofit
governance, operations and administration.
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Eight (8) Core Values…










Qur’anic-based Support and Problem Solving
Respect for the Total Group Intellect
Reliance on Mutual Consultation
Managerial and Fiscal Accountability
Respect for Leadership
Support for Inter-Organizational Alliances
Continuous Improvement
Service to the Believers
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CWSC Structure…


Shuraa-based






Responsive to the needs of our constituency.
Diverse representation of male and female leadership.
Synthesizes next generation leadership with “Emeritus” staffing.

501(c)3 under IRS title 26 of the United States Code





Capable of taking full advantage of local, state, and federal laws and
protections offered to nonprofit, tax exempt entities.
Capable of attracting philanthropic and foundation support.
Capable of qualifying for grants.
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Governance…


Stewardship
“We hold those entrusted with leadership to be accountable and
responsible for the resources entrusted to them. They must
demonstrate fiduciary stewardship. We support leadership that has
the courage to put in place a comprehensive strategy to be
responsible and accountable for the resources entrusted to them.
We believe that good values, strong character, and responsibility are
inconsistent with fraud, waste of resources and mismanagement.”
—Imam W. Deen Mohammed (R)
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Governance (cont’)…


All CWSC Governance








Ratified.
Administered oath of office with bayah.
Issued letters of appointment with defined term limits.
Job description with limits of authority, scope of
responsibility, and reporting relationship.
Training & development, performance evaluations.
Conflict of interest policy…and more.
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Accountability…


The CWSC Resource Management Pledge
 Public Reporting.
 Financial Transparency.
 Green organization.
 EDI policy.
 environmental impact policy.
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Accountability…


CWSC has a responsibility relationship with its
direct constituents, affiliating institutions,
underwriters and sponsors, partners, other
stakeholders and the broader society.
 obligations of trust and confidence.
 requires prudent resource management.
 good faith and best organization interests.
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Accountability (cont’)…


Financial Management







Professional Accounting
Internal Management Controls
External Auditing
Annual Reports
Training & Development
Funding Strategy
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What would such an organization
look like?






It looks like you and me!
Let’s realize our model community vision.
Help CWSC build a world class institution…a fun
place to volunteer and to remake the world!
Steps to take now: Answer the call for Skill-based
Excellence. Time is of the essence.
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Beginning with the end in mind…




Coming together is a beginning.
Staying together is progress.
Working together is success.
–Henry Ford
Father of the American Auto Industry
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The Bigger Vision comes from you !


Visit www.cwsc.us today! Register &
like us on all social media. Then get
ready to remake the world.
"What we need in America as Muslims…
an Intelligentsia; and I'm telling you we
could do wonders in this country.“
--Imam W. Deen Mohammed (R) 2006
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CWSC Official Highlights







Community Wide Shuraa Conference, Inc.
Marina Village, 4905 34th Street S #185, St. Petersburg, FL
33711-4511
Tel: (910) 317-0297
Email: info@cwsc.us
Website: www.cwsc.us ▪ facebook.com/cwsconline
Federal Nonprofit Tax ID: 46-3505809
Tax Exempt 501c(3) charitable organization
Social media: facebook • twitter • linkedin • youtube • google+
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CWSC Official Highlights


CWSC is a non-partisan, faith-based, tax exempt public charity under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code, qualified to receive bequests, devises, transfers or gifts under
sections 2055, 2106, or 2252 of the Code. Contributions are fully tax deductible as allowed
by law. Federal Tax ID: 46-3505809.
Support us with your intellect and time or gift. Please consider CWSC in your estate plan.
Gift to CWSC with confidence…zakat eligible and we’ve earned the top gold star rating for
our financial and other transparency from GuideStar, the nation’s #1 data hub for nonprofit
research.
CWSC does not discriminate based on color, race, religion, ethnicity or national origin in its
community outreach. To explore leadership, community service and other volunteer
opportunities, visit www.cwsc.us, email info@cwsc.us or call (910) 317-0297. Together we
can remake the world.

Together we can remake the world
َٰٓ
َع ِن ْٱل ُمن َك ِر ۚ َوأ ُ ۟ولَ ِئ َك ُه ُم ْٱل ُم ْف ِل ُحون
ُ فَ َم َو ْلتَ ُكن ِمن ُك ْم أ ُ َّمةٌ يَ ْد
ِ عونَ ِإلَى ْٱل َخي ِْر َويَأ ْ ُم ُرونَ ِب ْٱل َم ْع ُر
َ َوف َو َي ْن َه ْون

“Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is good,
and enjoining what is right, and forbidding what is wrong:
they are the ones to attain felicity.”
Al-Qur’an, Al-Imran (The Family of Imran) [3:104]

“When a Muslim undertakes a task, he seeks to perfect it.”
Prophet Muhammed (S) [Sahih al-Bukhari]

“Work to build a better place for [ourselves], one that will benefit all people,
regardless of race or religion…Form alliances, firstly among yourselves,
you are to form alliances, but we don’t stop there…
Advancing life in community is our obligation
…to support that and to lead if we can.”
—Honorable Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed (R)
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